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If we restrict the spatial resolution to a half-wavelength of about 1500 km and the temporal resolution to
1 month, GRACE-derived temporal gravity variations can be resolved within the µgal (10−8 m/s2 ) range. A
comparison with ground gravity measurements from selected Superconducting Gravimeter (SG) stations forming
the Global Geodynamics Project (GGP) provides an independent validation. For this study, five European SGstations were selected that both cover a large test field and allow closely located SG-stations to be studied. Prior to
this comparison, GRACE and SG data sets have to be reduced for the same known gravity effects due to Earth and
ocean tides, pole tide, and atmosphere. After these reductions, the remaining part can be mainly attributed to mass
changes in terrestrial water storage. For this reason, gravity variations derived from global hydrological models
are included in the comparison of SG and GRACE results. Conversely, the hydrology models can be checked
by gravity variations determined from GRACE and SG observations. For most of the SG locations investigated
here, the comparison based primarily on computed correlations shows quite a good agreement among the gravity
variation derived from the three different kinds of data sets: SG, GRACE, and hydrology models. The variations
in SG gravity (point measurements) prove to be representative for a large area within the µgal accuracy range,
if local gravity effects are removed correctly. Additionally, a methodology for an analysis of dominant common
features based on the EOF-technique is proposed and illustrated. The first principal component shows strong
periodicity, and the search for arbitrary periods confirms a strong common annual component, which reduces the
total signal content considerably. The first eigenvector reveals common features and differences between distinct
SG stations. Discrepancies between SG, GRACE, and hydrology models at individual SG stations, detected by
both methods, may provide valuable hints for further investigations of respective data series.
Key words: Superconducting gravimetry, GRACE, temporal gravity variations, hydrological models, cross
validation, correlation, EOF.

1.

Introduction

The new-generation satellite gravity mission GRACE
(Tapley and Reigber, 2001) shows a gravity resolution in
the µgal (10−8 m/s2 ) range at a half wavelength λ/2 spatial
resolution of about 1500 km for a temporal resolution of 1
month (Schmidt et al., 2005). Because of this remarkable
recovery of temporal Earth gravity field variations, the comparison of satellite-derived temporal variations in gravity
with ground gravity measurements is of fundamental interest. Since the time variations contained in the GRACE solutions range from 1 month to the life time of GRACE, terrestrial gravity measurements must have a long-term stability,
which can be fulfilled only by Superconducting Gravimeters (SG) (Goodkind, 1999).
The recovery of GRACE-derived gravity variations is
based on monthly averages of the time-varying gravitational
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potential (see Section 2.1). A special method for calibrating formal errors of monthly solutions is applied (Schmidt
et al., 2005). Figure 1 shows these calibrated errors as functions of the degree of spherical harmonic coefficients. With
increasing degree, the spatial resolution becomes finer, but
the error increases. Comparing the magnitudes of the calibrated errors of the monthly GRACE solutions with the signal amplitudes of monthly gravity variations derived from a
hydrological model shows that the cumulated error (Fig. 1,
dotted lines) reaches the level of the hydrology signal at
about degree  = 16, and the error per degree (solid line)
reaches the level of the hydrology signal per degree at
 = 10. Hence, to ensure that the GRACE errors are smaller
than the expected hydrology effect, the GRACE and hydrology models have to be filtered appropriately. Table 1
summarizes roughly the GRACE parameters for spatial resolutions of 500 km and 2000 km in comparison with the
SG.
High-precision gravity measurements on the Earth’s surface are carried out with SGs of the Global Geodynamics
Project (GGP) network (Crossley et al., 1999). These mea-
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Fig. 1. Calibrated errors of the GRACE monthly solutions and gravity variations derived from the hydrology model (WGHM) (Döll et
al., 2003) as functions of degree  of spherical harmonics. Errors of
monthly solutions per degree (solid line) and as function of maximum
degree (dotted) are shown.

Table 1.
Performance parameters of GRACE and Superconducting
Gravimeter (SG).

Gravity resolution
Spatial resolution λ/2
Sph. harm. coefficient
Temporal resolution
Long term stability (drift)

GRACE
10 µgal
0.5 µgal
500 km
2000 km
max = 40 max = 10
1 month
no drift

SG
0.1 µgal
Point
—
10 sec
∼3 µgal/year

Fig. 2. Location of the considered Superconducting Gravimeter (SG) sites.

located SG-stations to be studied. Underground stations
from the GGP network were not included because of the
difficulty in modeling the local hydrological effects above
the gravimeter (with one exception, the Moxa station, to
illustrate the problem). For this study, five European SGstations were selected (see Fig. 2) that both cover a large test
surements have a gravity resolution of about 0.1 µgal in the field (maximum distance between two SG-stations of altime domain and a linear drift of some µgal per year (Ta- most 2000 km) and allow closely located SG-stations (minimum distance less than 200 km) to be studied. The selected
ble 1).
For a comparison of satellite-derived temporal gravity stations are:
variations with ground-measured ones, both data sets (after
• Medicina/Italy (MC): φ = 44.5219◦ , λ = 11.645◦ ,
pre-processing and the reduction of known gravity effects)
h = 28 m
should represent the same sources of gravitation at the same
• Bad Homburg/Germany (BH): φ = 50.2285◦ , λ =
spatial resolution. One question to be answered is “How
8.6113◦ , h = 190 m
representative are the SG point measurements for an area
• Moxa/Germany (MO): φ = 50.645◦ , λ = 11.616◦ ,
with a diameter of approximately 1500 km, which is the
h = 455 m
spatial half-wavelength resolution of the GRACE satellite• Wettzell/Germany (WE): φ = 49.144◦ , λ = 12.878◦ ,
derived temporal gravity variation?”. Previous comparisons
h = 580 m
between temporal gravity variations derived from SG and
• Metsahovi/Finland (ME): φ = 60.217◦ , λ = 24.396◦ ,
CHAMP satellite observations (Neumeyer et al., 2004a)
h = 56 m.
inferred that the SG gravity variations are valid for a large
area within the µgal accuracy if the local gravity effects
A comparison between satellite-derived temporal gravity
are carefully removed. Subsequent studies confirmed the variations and ground-measured ones requires representaquality of gravity field variation measurements with SGs in tive data sets with the same sources of gravitation and comEurope (Crossley et al., 2005). With the increasing gravity parable spatial resolutions. This can be achieved by:
and spatial resolution of GRACE solutions (Reigber et al.,
• reducing the same known gravity effects in both data
2005; Schmidt et al., 2005), this kind of comparison is
sets using the same models
being studied in more detail with a worldwide selection of
• adapting the SG gravity variations to the spatial resoSG-stations (Neumeyer et al., 2006).
lution of the satellite
The study reported here presents a comparison with time• considering the effects that are unique to each method.
series of the SG GGP network during a period of 3 years;
this network covers a large test field and also enables closely
When located on the Earth’s surface, a SG measures,
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in addition to the gravitational mass attraction, the gravity
effect due to elastic deformation (vertical surface shift) (e.g.
Pick et al., 1973; Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982) and the
deformation potential (mass redistribution due to vertical
surface shift). In contrast, a satellite is not coupled to the
Earth’s surface and hence only sensitive to the change in
potential. The part resulting from the change of location
of the SG due to a deformation is sensed by the SG only.
The reductions of the Earth tides and pole tide, as well
as the loading effects of the atmosphere and hydrosphere,
are different for SG and GRACE; body Love numbers and
load Love numbers, which describe the height variations,
are only relevant for the processing of SG data.
After the known effects have been reduced, the spatial
resolution for the remaining gravity variations is still different for SG (point measurements) and GRACE (spatial
resolution of between 1000 km and 2000 km used in this
study). The SG measurements include all gravity variations
from short- to long-periodic spatial distribution. For comparison purposes, only the gravity variations related to the
spatial resolution of GRACE should be taken into account.
The present approach for adapting the remaining SG gravity variations to the spatial resolution of GRACE consists of
removing the local gravity effects, mainly induced by local
hydrology, from SG data.
The following data sets were used for this study: GRACE
monthly gravity field solutions, SG recordings, threedimensional (3D) air pressure variations, groundwater level
variations measured at SG sites, and gravity variations derived from hydrology models within the time period from
February 2003 to December 2005.
The aim of this study is the validation of the GRACE results, checking of the SG data pre-processing and reduction
procedures, checking of gravity variations derived from hydrological models, and an analysis of the dominant common
features of all three data sources.

2.

Preparing the Gravity Variations for Comparison

Before SG- and GRACE satellite-derived gravity variations can be compared, the measurements must be reduced
for the same gravity effects that have been applied in the
GRACE data processing. These effects are:
•
•
•
•

Earth tides
pole tide
gravity variations induced by the atmosphere
ocean tidal loading.

The same models are used for both sets of gravity variations to reduce these effects. Additionally, the load-induced
height variations contained in the SG measurements are
added to the monthly GRACE solutions (see Section 2).
2.1 Improved monthly gravity field solutions from
GRACE
In this study, the recent time-series of monthly GRACEonly models provided by GFZ Potsdam is used (available at GFZ Information System and Data Centre (ISDC;
http://isdc.gfz-potsdam.de/grace) or at the International
Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM; http://icgem.gfzpotsdam.de/ICGEM/ICGEM.html)). This series is labeled
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Release 03 (RL03) in the product history of monthly
GRACE-only gravity field models generated at GFZ. It currently consists of 41 monthly models in the period February 2003 to August 2006 (used in this study until January
2006). The fields for June 2003 and January 2004 are missing due to limitations in the amount of useable data in these
2 months. The available models are expanded up to degree
and order 120.
General aspects of the gravity recovery from GRACE can
be found in Reigber et al. (2005), Schmidt et al. (2005), and
Neumeyer et al. (2006). Here, we briefly highlight several
major modifications that were made compared to the GFZ
RL02 fields (see also Flechtner (2005) for full details on the
processing of RL03 models):
• usage of the further improved EIGEN-CG03C (Förste
et al., 2005) as initial static gravity background model.
• migration from the FES2002 to the FES2004 ocean
tide model (Lefevre, 2005) containing 17 waves (eight
long periodic, four diurnal, five semi-diurnal) expanded to a maximum degree and order 80 (for some
constituents).
• inclusion of atmospheric tides by means of an analytic tide model equivalent to ocean tides; we use amplitudes and phases for diurnal and semi-diurnal constituents from (Biancale and Bode, 2006) developed
up to degree 8 and order 5.
• a change in the oceanic de-aliasing model from the
barotropic model (Ali and Zlotnicki, 2003) to the baroclinic model OMCT (Ocean Model for Currents and
Tides) from Technical University Dresden (Thomas
et al., 2001). In addition to previous oceanic dealiasing products (AODs) used for gravity recovery
from GRACE, this version of the AOD has been generated without the semi-diurnal (S2) variations in the
atmospheric data fields when driving the baroclinic
ocean model. Using this procedure, the double bookkeeping of the S2-driven mass variations of the previous AOD releases of the short-term atmosphericoceanic mass variation products was avoided, thus resulting in a much more consistent modeling.
• inclusion of the oceanic pole tide model from Desai
(2002). Instead of the full model available up to degree
and order 360, the coefficients were truncated at degree
and order 30, which is considered to be sufficient here.
• improvements in the precise orbit determination
(POD) of the GRACE satellites via significantly augmented ephemeris and clocks of the GPS sender constellations. These GPS sender constellations are generated in-house at GFZ to apply the two-step approach
described in Reigber et al. (2005). The improvements
for GPS sender orbits and clocks were obtained by
introducing an ambiguity fixing method for the GPS
ground station data. Comparisons to the precise GPS
orbits independently generated at IGS show a decrease
in the root mean square (RMS) of the differences in the
positions from some 7 cm of the GFZ-generated GPS
orbits used in the RL02 processing to an average value
of about 5 cm used for the generation of RL03. This
gain in the quality of the GPS constellation transfers
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Fig. 3. (a) Root mean square (RMS) variability of the monthly gravity models from GRACE RL02. (b) RMS variability of the monthly gravity models
from GRACE RL03.
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ing the method described in Schmidt et al. (2006) based on
a degree-dependent scaling of the formal model errors. It
can be seen that, compared to RL02, a gain in accuracy of a
factor of about 2 has been achieved for RL03.
In addition to the direct gravity field variations, the SG
also measures the gravity changes due to the load-induced
variations of the radial position of the SG, whereas the
satellite-derived models naturally do not contain this effect.
To compare the satellite-derived gravity variation with
that measured by the SG, we add the height-induced loading part (changing of the SG’s vertical position) (δgload )
measured by the SG to the gravity variations from GRACE
(δgG ) as described in Eq. (1).
δg(ϕ, λ) = δgG + δgload =

Spherical Harmonic Degree

·
Fig. 4. Decrease in the model errors from GRACE RL02 to RL03.





max
GM 
( + 1 − 2h  )
R 2 =0

G
G
δ C̄m
· cos(mλ) + δ S̄m
· sin(mλ)



m=0

· P̄m (sin ϕ)

(1)

where ϕ, λ are the spherical geocentric coordinates of the
into a further improved determination of the GRACE
computation point (longitude, latitude), R is the reference
orbits.
radius (mean equatorial radius of the Earth), G M is the
Based on these refinements, the overall performance of gravitational constant times mass of the Earth, , m are
the monthly GRACE-only models was improved signifi- the degree and order of the spherical harmonics, max is the
cantly. The obtained gain in spatial resolution and accuracy chosen maximum degree in practical calculations (any natof the models is illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and (b) and 4. Fig- ural number, max < ∞), h  is the degree-dependent load
ure 3(a) shows the variability in the RMS of the monthly Love number (Farrell, 1972; Zürn and Wilhelm, 1984; Hinmodels from RL02 around their mean in terms of surface derer and Legros, 1989). P̄m represent the fully normalmass anomalies expressed as the equivalent height of water. ized Legendre functions and C̄m , S̄m are the fully normalDisplayed are Gaussian averages of surface mass anoma- ized Stokes’ coefficients. Superscript G is related to the
lies for a filter radius of 500 km. The same is shown for the spherical harmonic coefficients of GRACE gravity variaRL03 models in Fig. 3(b). Along with the well-known fea- tions. More details can be found in Neumeyer et al. (2006).
tures of the unreduced time-variable gravity signals from,
Figure 5 shows the GRACE-derived gravity variations
for example, hydrology, one can see a significant reduction with and without height-induced loading effect at ME in
in the amplitudes of the spurious gravity variations (strip- Finland from February 2003 to December 2005.
ing) for RL03 models.
The resulting monthly data sets of spherical harmonic coFigure 4 shows the decrease of the model errors from efficients have been used to calculate the gravity variations
RL02 to RL03. Displayed are the error degree amplitudes δgm G (Eq. (1)) for the selected SG positions in the time
for geoid heights per spherical harmonic degree on the basis span from February 2003 to December 2005. According
of calibrated errors for the RL02 and RL03 gravity fields. to the expected signals from hydrology (on the one hand)
These calibrated errors were obtained for both releases us- and the errors of the GRACE-derived models (on the other
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Fig. 5. GRACE-derived gravity variations with and without height-induced loading effect at ME in Finland from February 2003 to December 2005.

Fig. 6. GRACE-derived gravity variation filtered with a simple truncation (max = 10) and Gaussian filtering (fl = 10) of the spherical harmonic
coefficients at BH in Germany from February 2003 to December 2005.

hand), both of which are shown in Fig. 1, the models have sources, the same gravity effects are subtracted as in the
to be low-pass filtered. In Neumeyer et al. (2006), we sim- GRACE data processing.
ply truncated the coefficients at degrees max = 10, 15, 20,
• Earth tides: the Earth tide reduction is performed
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of λ/2 = 2000,
with the Wahr-Dehant model (Dehant, 1987; Wenzel,
1333 and 1000 km, respectively. More adequate than this
1996). The tidal parameters from this model were used
hard truncation is a low-pass filtering by Gaussian averagto calculate the tidal gravity effect (ET) applied for
ing in the space domain, which corresponds to a damping
semi-diurnal to long-periodic constituents (tidal freof the spherical harmonic coefficients by a Gaussian bellquencies 3.190895 cpd to 0.00248 cpd).
shaped function (Jekeli, 1981). Here, we used these damp•
gravity variations induced by the atmosphere (atmoing functions in such a way that their values are 1/2 for
spheric pressure effect): for calculating the atmospherical harmonic degrees fl = 10, 15, 20 in order to
spheric pressure effect (δgair ), 3D atmospheric presmake them comparable to the truncation in Neumeyer et
sure data from ECMWF have been used. This graval. (2006). Figure 6 for the BH station shows that the difity effect consists of both an attraction and deformaferences between both methods may not be negligible.
tion part. The calculation of the attraction term is
2.2 SG gravity variations
performed with the program 3DAP (Neumeyer et al.,
In a pre-processing procedure, spikes and steps due to
2004b), while the deformation term is calculated acinstrumental and other perturbations, such as earthquakes,
cording to the Green’s function for atmospheric loadare carefully removed from the raw SG recordings. Spikes
ing (Merriam, 1992; Sun, 1995).
larger than 0.2 µgal and steps that do not have their origin
• ocean tidal loading (δgol ): based on the global ocean
in atmosphere- or groundwater level-induced gravity varitide model FES2002 (Lefevre et al., 2002; Le Provost
ations have been removed. Of special importance is the
et al., 2002), the ocean loading for various waves in
correction of steps in the raw data which are associated
semi-diurnal, diurnal, and long periodic bands have
with the instrument (e.g. liquid helium transfers or lightbeen calculated using the GFZ program OCLO based
ening strikes). This should be carried out with great care
on Francis and Mazzenga (1990). In addition, we have
because steps in the data series directly influence the result
to consider the effect of the ocean currents according
of the comparison. The data are then low pass filtered with
to the baroclinic model OMCT (Thomas et al., 2001).
a zero phase shift filter (corner period 300 s) and reduced
to a 1-h sampling rate. From these preprocessed gravity
The aliasing arising from this effect was reduced durdata (δgraw ), which include gravity variations of different
ing the processing of GRACE (see Section 2.2). In the
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SG processing, we considered only the reduction of the
ocean tide effect. Unexpectedly, the calculation of the
ocean current effect for the SG sites up to fl = 15 and
its reduction from the SG data resulted in lower correlations between SG and GRACE as well as between
SG and hydrological models, especially at Metsahovi.
This result can not be explained by physical reasons
in a plausible way. When using the considered ocean
circulation model to estimate gravity effects of ocean
circulation at points located on the land very near to the
coastline, it may be that the local uncertainties of the
model strongly influence the result. Hence, the problem of applying a correction for the gravity effects of
ocean circulation to the recordings at SG sites requires
an extensive, serious and detailed investigation, which
should be carried out in the future. Making an ocean
circulation model comparable with gravity recordings
is rather a complex process (see Sato et al., 2001).
• pole tide for the rigid Earth (PT): the gravity effect of
the polar motion is calculated for the SG-stations from
IERS polar motion data according to Torge (1989).
• local groundwater level gravity effect (δggwl ) induced
by water circulation in the surroundings of the SG
causes variation in the gravitational attraction and deformation at the surface similar to that due to the atmosphere. Precipitation causes changes in soil moisture and groundwater level. The four SG-stations
used in this study are currently equipped with boreholes for measuring variations in groundwater level.
A good correlation between gravity and groundwater
level variations has been shown in many cases (Kroner,
2001; Harnisch and Harnisch, 2002; Virtanen, 2001).
The gravity effect of these variations is determined by
regression analysis. This is a simple model, which
does not reflect the true hydrological gravity signal
very accurately. Separating local from regional/global
environmental signals is a challenge for interpreting
temporal gravity variations. Both soil moisture and
groundwater level data reflect local effects as well as
signals on regional or continental scale. Additionally,
topography and local hydrological structure have a big
impact on hydrological loading (e.g. Boy et al., 2005;
Kroner and Jahr, 2005; Meurers et al., 2005). All
of these facts restrict a clear separation of hydrological gravity contributions from different scales. In our
study, we reduce the local hydrological gravity effect
based on groundwater level variations near the SGstation, and we may also reduce a part of the global
effect. For better modeling, a local hydrology model
that considers the local hydrological cycle is necessary
around the SG site. Input data for this model should
be precipitation, soil moisture, and groundwater level
variations measured at representative locations.
• the determination of the instrumental drift is based on
polar motion measured by SG (δgSG pol = δgraw −
ET − δgair − δgol − δggwl ) and calculated from IERS
data (PT). It is simulated by a first-order polynomial
dr (t) = a0 + a1 t, and the drift parameters a0 and a1
are determined by a linear fit of δgSG pol and PT.

After these gravity effects have been reduced from the
raw gravity data, the remaining part can be assumed to
be mainly due to mass changes in terrestrial water storage
δgSG .
δgSG (t) = δgraw (t) − ET(t) − PT(t) − δgair (t)
− δgol (t) − δggwl (t) − dr (t).

(2)

Monthly arithmetic means δgm SG are calculated from
gravity variations δgSG for comparison with those derived
from GRACE and hydrological models.

3.

Gravity Variations Derived from Global Hydrology Models

After the different gravity effects from the SG recordings and the GRACE solutions have been reduced, the remaining gravity variations can be attributed mainly to mass
changes in continental water storage. Therefore, gravity
variations derived from global hydrology models were compared with these “measured” hydrological effects (cf. Wahr
et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2006; Neumeyer et al., 2006).
Global hydrological models represent both the spatial
distribution and the changes in continental water budget
over time. It should be noted that any kind of redistribution of water masses induces changes in the Earth’s gravity field. Therefore, an appropriate hydrological model for
our purposes should represent all water resources, which
are available as ground water storage, surface water, or soil
moisture, contained in ice shields or existing in any other
form. However, none of the existing models meets these
requirements completely.
The water budget change (wbc) of all global hydrological models is based on precipitation (prec), runoff (roff)
and evapotranspiration (evpt) expressed by the very simple
fundamental relation:
wbc = prec − roff − evpt.

(3)

Nevertheless, the implementation brings difficulties,
since the water stocks cannot be measured directly, and
the same partly holds for the remaining variable quantities.
Hence, the possibilities to validate a model through a direct
check of Eq. (3) are very limited. Consequently, different
hydrological models can be quite different, especially from
the point of view of reflecting 100% the redistribution of
water masses.
In our study, three global hydrological models have been
considered:
• Water gap Global Hydrology Model (WGHM) (Döll et
al., 2003); data coverage from January 1992
• Leaky-Bucket Model (H96) (Huang et al., 1996; Fan
and Van den Dool, 2004); data coverage from January
1948
• Land Dynamics model (LaD) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002); data coverage from January 1980.
The output of these three models is available in form
of grided data sets representing monthly averages of water
storage expressed as equivalent water columns in millimeters or centimeters. The grid step in geographical latitude
and longitude is 0.5◦ for the first two models and 1◦ for the
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Fig. 7. Gravity variations derived from global hydrology models WGHM, H96 and LaD (fl = 10) at the SG site MO in Germany from January 2000
to January 2006.

third one. The models are updated regularly so that current data are available with a delay of several months. It
should be stressed that the depth of the considered ground
water in different models differs, snow is taken into account
only partially and in different ways, and the modeling of ice
shields is, according to the authors, very incomplete and unreliable.
The main goal of this study is to compare temporal variations of the Earth’s gravity field deduced from different
sources. Prior to comparing variations deduced from global
hydrological models with the respective variations resulting
from GRACE or SG observations, it is necessary to derive
some idea of how reliably this kind of information can be
deduced from global hydrological models. Global comparison of the variations of geoid undulations deduced from
two different hydrological models shows differences which
lie almost in the same order of magnitude as the variations
themselves, although the correlation coefficients are rather
high (Abrikosov et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006). However, in some regions (e.g. on the South American continent), the correspondence between the variability deduced
from the three hydrological models is relatively good, and
well-pronounced features, especially in large tropical river
basins, are clearly visible in all three representations. In
the context of our study, this means that the variations
in the Earth’s gravity field at some SG-stations deduced
from global hydrological models may be quite realistic.
However, the existing global hydrological models in their
present form still have to be regarded as rather uncertain.
The main possibilities to validate these models in an independent manner are to carry out comparisons with the
gravity field determined either with satellite techniques, like
GRACE, (Schmidt et al., 2006) or with SG, as in Neumeyer
et al. (2006) and this study.
The deviations of the three models (Fig. 7) illustrate a
difficulty in modeling the gravity effect based on global hydrology models. A comparison between hydrology models,
SG, and GRACE gravity variations does not indicate any
hydrology model that fits best everywhere. Depending on
the SG location, one of the models matches to SG and/or

GRACE at best (Fig. 8).
3.1 Computation of the gravity variations derived
from hydrological models
For our comparison of the observed variations of the
Earth’s gravity field with the variations deduced from global
hydrological models, we have computed the component of
the gravity field induced by the modeled water stocks for
each epoch (i.e. month); the result is represented in spherical harmonics expansion with a GFZ analysis program
based on Eq. (4). Equation (4) was derived based on the
approach proposed by Wahr et al. (1998), and the procedure is described in Neumeyer et al. (2006).
The variation δr of the radial position of the SG-station
caused by the load is considered in the same way as in
the case of the satellite-derived gravity variations. The
equation for gravity variations derived from hydrological
model δgHM takes the form:

δgHM (ϕ, λ) =

max


 HM
GM 

(+1−2h
)
δ C̄m · cos(mλ)

2
R =0
m=0

HM
+ δ S̄m
· sin(mλ) · P̄m (sin ϕ)
(4)

for arbitrary max , which is the same form as Eq. (1)
Degree-0 ( = 0) and degree-1 ( = 1) terms have not
been used for comparisons, since the hydrological models
contain neither mass conservation (which does not exist on
the level of continental water budget alone) nor a consistent
datum definition (which prevents a physical interpretation
of geocenter variations derived from these data). Omitting
the degree 0 and 1 terms and taking into account the filtering used (same as for the satellite-derived gravity variations), we can show that the contribution of δr amounts
to approximately 1/4 of the variations of δgHM in Eq. (1),
compare Neumeyer et al. (2006), and the detailed discussion in Hinderer et al. (2006). Due to these necessary omission and filtering steps, the magnitude of δr cannot be compared directly with the data observed by GPS or any other
technique.
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Fig. 8. Gravity variations from SG, GRACE, and global hydrological models H96 and WGHM at SG sites BH, MC, WE, MO, and ME from February
2003 to December 2005.
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Fig. 8. (continued).

4.

Comparison of SG, GRACE, and Hydrology on the SG gravity (δgm SG ) do not represent measurement
Model Derived Gravity Variations
errors; they show the variations of gravity within the re-

Within the time period from January 2003 to December
2005, SG gravity data were processed according to the procedure described in Section 2.2. For the MC, MO, WE, and
ME sites the local groundwater level correction, δggwl , was
performed. For the BH station, the available groundwater
level data did not yield a suitable correction result when the
usual simple regression method was applied. This may be
due to the complicated hydrological structure at this site.
Therefore, δggwl has not been performed at BH. For comparison purposes, the monthly averages of the gravity variations δgm SG (Eq. (2)) are used. The assigned GRACE values, δgm G , are taken from the monthly global gravity field
solutions calculated for the coordinates of the selected SG
sites (Eq. (1)). Because of the reduction due to Earth and
ocean tides, pole tide, and atmosphere, the remaining time
variable gravity effects are mainly caused by continental
large-scale hydrology. For the SG sites hydrology-modelderived gravity variations, δgm HM (Eq. (4)), have also been
calculated. Figure 8 summarizes the results. The error bars

spective month.
In order to demonstrate agreement between the different
data series, we calculated correlation coefficients between
SG, GRACE (fl = 15) and the hydrological models (fl =
15) H96 and WGHM (Table 2).
In the comparison shown in Fig. 8, it should be taken into
account that the correlation computation is based on 35 (due
to monthly resolution of GRACE solution) data points only.
Hence, the computed values of the correlation coefficient
should be considered to be rather insignificant in a statistical
sense. However, they give an objective measure of how
similar the two curves look (as opposed to a subjective
estimate of a viewer).
According to Table 2, the correlation coefficients between the SG- and GRACE (fl = 15)-derived gravity variations lie around the level of 0.8 at SG sites BH, MC, and
ME. Similar correlation coefficients are obtained between
SG and hydrological models, except for a smaller correlation for the WGHM model at stations WE (0.39) and ME
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Table 2. Correlations between the gravity variations derived by the SG, GRACE (fl = 15), and hydrological models (fl = 15) for the SG sites BH,
MC, WE, MO, and ME.

BH
MC
WE
MO
ME

SG-GRACE
0.77
0.74
0.77
−0.09
0.74

SG-H96
0.89
0.75
0.55
−0.02
0.85

SG-WGHM
0.79
0.82
0.39
−0.20
0.64

GRACE-H96
0.88
0.91
0.73
0.86
0.92

GRACE-WGHM
0.86
0.79
0.57
0.87
0.89

Fig. 9. Variances (eigenvalues in %) and cumulative variances for the first ten modes of the simultaneous Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF)
analysis of GRACE, SG, and WGHM.

Fig. 10. Time variations of the first principal component computed simultaneously for GRACE, SG, and WGHM from October 2003 to October 2005.

(0.64) (compare also the result at ME in Boy and Hinderer
(2006) for LaD). This result may be caused by uncertainties
of the hydrological model. In the case of ME, there may be
a large estimation error in the gravity effect of the snow in
the hydrological models, which may contribute to the low
correlation (cf. Sato et al., 2006). The GRACE- and hydrological model-derived gravity variations fit well for all
selected sites. They have correlation coefficients around
0.8. The highest correlation with the H96 model appears
for the ME station (0.96) and the lowest for the WGHM
model at the WE station (0.57). Practically no correlation
can be detected at the MO station for SG-GRACE and SGhydrological models (cf. Boy and Hinderer, 2006).
For the MO station, the SG data are also corrected for
groundwater level changes. However, we could not consider a hydrological portion caused by rainfall and changing soil moisture above the SG because the site is located in

a mountain tunnel. This portion influences the reduction of
the hydrological signal (Kroner, 2001).

5.

EOF Analysis of Dominant Common Features

Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) analysis, known
also as Principal Components Analysis, is an appropriate
method for finding characteristic spatial and temporal patterns in time-series of physical fields. A review of the history, the theory, and typical applications in meteorology
and oceanography can be found in Preisendorfer (1988) and
Wilks (1995), among others. In the most common form of
EOF, the use of SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) is involved.
In order to detect systematic parts of mass redistributions
from GRACE and global hydrological models, EOF can be
applied to time-series of global grids of mass anomalies
derived from these data sources (Petrovic et al., 2007).
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Table 3. First eigenvector for GRACE (fl = 15), SG, and WGHM
(fl = 15) for the five SG stations resulting from the EOF analysis.

GRACE
SG
WGHM

BH
−0.24
−0.17
−0.26

MC
−0.30
−0.25
−0.23

ME
−0.33
−0.09
−0.40

MO
−0.26
0.01
−0.28

WE
−0.29
−0.22
−0.29

Table 4. Periods, amplitudes, and phases contained in the first principal
component resulting from the simultaneous EOF analysis of GRACE,
SG, and WGHM data.
No.
Period (year)
original data
1
0.993
2
0.501
3
0.387
4
0.323
5
2.008

Amplitude

Phase (◦ )

7.81
1.24
1.15
0.93
0.73

−164
172
28
60
−120

RMS
6.03
1.73
1.39
1.14
0.98
0.83

Table 5. Variances of original and reduced (annual signal subtracted) data.

BH
MC
ME
MO
WE
Total

GRACE
orig
red
1.69
1.06
2.17
1.22
3.06
2.69
1.75
1.09
1.88
0.95
2.17
1.55

SG
orig
1.36
1.92
1.21
0.87
2.35
1.63

red
0.75
1.04
1.14
0.86
1.93
1.22

WGHM
orig
red
1.62
0.43
1.50
0.56
2.51
0.77
1.77
0.48
1.84
0.54
1.88
0.57

A first application of EOF to the results of the SG observations can be found in a very instructive article by Crossley et al. (2004). To apply the EOF technique, the results
of SG recordings were first interpolated (and extrapolated)
to a rectangular region covered by a uniform grid. This facilitates the application of EOF and enables the results to
be presented in the form of contour maps. However, interpolating the data from the eight stations used in this study
to more than 20000 grid points cannot increase the information content of the data as it still corresponds to the information content of eight irregularly distributed locations.
This may lead to a false feeling for the significance of the
results and to an overweighting of the conclusions drawn
from the analysis. Nevertheless, the paper by Crossley et
al. (2004) should be regarded as a pioneering work in the
field of application of the EOF-technique to the results of
SG recordings.
An alternative approach is proposed in this study. EOFanalysis does not require the data to be given on a uniform
grid; they may be distributed arbitrarily. Hence, we apply EOF to the five SG-stations considered in this study,
specifically to the data introduced, described, and analyzed
in Sections 1–3. Since the number of SG-stations used is
very limited, the conclusions drawn should be taken with
extreme caution. The main purpose of the analysis is to illustrate the methodology, which could give more reliable
results if applied to a greater number of stations and time
epochs.
The EOF technique was applied simultaneously to all
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three data sets: GRACE-derived gravity field variations and
those derived from SG recordings and from the global hydrological model WGHM. This means that the input consists of 24 monthly epochs (those, for which all kinds of
data exist for all stations) and for each epoch of 15 values
(three values at each of five stations). These 360 values
have been arranged appropriately in a vector for input into
the FORTRAN package from D. Pierce (Scripps Institution,
La Jolla, CA), which is available on his internet home page
(http://meteora.ucsd.edu/∼pierce/eof/eofs.html). The computations were performed using covariance matrices.
First, the significance of individual modes is represented
in Fig. 9. Mode 1 explains about two thirds of the complete
signal contained in the data. The decrease in subsequent
modes is very rapid.
Concentrating on mode 1, Fig. 10 presents the time variations of the first principal component, Table 3 presents the
associated eigenvector.
An analysis of Table 3 reveals an obvious anomalous behavior of SG results for station MO, which is in concordance with the conclusions reported in Section 4; this behavior should be attributed to an incomplete reduction of
local influences. This anomalous behavior was not detected
by the EOF analysis performed by Crossley et al. (2004),
probably because of the interpolation of the SG recordings
to a rectangular grid, in the course of which the specific
characteristics of MO (which is in the interior of the considered region) were smoothed out.
Figure 10 demonstrates a very pronounced periodic component contained in the first principal component. Hence,
analyses of periodic parts of this principal component can
be performed. It makes sense to search for arbitrary periods
in order to determine which periods are really contained in
the data. The possible general advantages of such an approach are explained in Mautz (2002) and Mautz and Petrovic (2005).
Table 4 lists the periods found in the first principal component. Taking into account the very limited number of data
points used, the periods of 0.993 and 0.501 years can be regarded as almost perfect annual and semiannual waves, respectively, which were expected for physical reasons. However, only the annual wave, which explains about 70% of the
variations of the first principal component, can be regarded
as being truly significant. The dominating annual wave for
the European SG-stations was also detected by Crossley et
al. (2004), who applied an EOF analysis in a different way.
Now, when the phase of the annual variations is known,
it is possible to determine a common annual wave (only the
amplitude should be scaled to the respective kind of data
at the respective station) and to subtract it from the original
data. This approach differs essentially from the usual reduction of annual (or any other periodic) wave independently
(with individual, independent phases) from each spherical
harmonic coefficient or at each location of the space domain and may be physically more plausible. An application
of this methodology to grid data preprocessed with EOF is
currently being investigated, and the publication in preparation will contain more technical details on the method.
Subtracting the common annual wave from the data reduces the total signal, as shown in Table 5. The overall re-
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Fig. 11. Original data, annual wave, and reduced data (after subtracting the annual signal) for SG, GRACE, and WGHM at the BH site from November
2003 to October 2006.

duction is somewhat less than 40%; in the case of GRACE,
it is about 30%; for SG, 25%; for WGHM, 70%.
Figure 11 illustrates the original data, the annual wave,
and the reduced data for station BH.
The reduction of the power in all three data sets is considerable for BH. For MO, the reduction for GRACE and
WGHM is very similar to that for BH, which is a logical
consequence of the geographical closeness of both stations
combined with the fact that the GRACE and WGHM data
for the respective stations were computed from global representations. The essentially weaker data reduction for SG
in MO can be attributed to the insufficient local corrections
(discussed earlier).
A very high degree of signal reduction for global hydrological models after applying just a common annual wave is
obviously a consequence of the present state of these models, which are still too coarse. A relatively small reduction
for GRACE could partly be due to well-known problems
with GRACE monthly solutions, which still show striped
features. However, the processing of GRACE monthly solutions is steadily improving. Finally, the reduction of only

25% for SG can primarily be attributed to two SG-stations
with known problems in local reductions. When only BH,
MC, and WE are considered, the reduction of signal after
subtracting the common annual wave for SG rises to 30%.
It is possible to further analyze the reduced data, for
examply, by applying the EOF technique again, this time
to the reduced data. The significance of individual modes
is shown in Fig. 12. Mode 1 explains almost a half of
the complete signal. The decrease in subsequent modes is
rapid, but not as rapid as for the original data.
In order to avoid an overestimation of the conclusions
following from an application to a very sparse data set, we
stop further elaboration at this point. However, we consider
the proposed methodology for the analysis of the data first
transformed in another representation by means of EOF as
promising and plan to apply it to more complete data sets.
Nevertheless, even from this application to only five SGstations, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn. The
first eigenvector (Table 3) reveals both common and different behaviors, the first principal component (Fig. 10) shows
an obvious periodicity, and the search for arbitrary periods
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Fig. 12. Variances (eigenvalues in %) and cumulative variances for the first ten modes from the simultaneous EOF analysis of the reduced GRACE,
SG, and WGHM data.

(Table 4) makes it possible to detect periods contained in
the data. Finally, the constructed common periodic component (in this example, annual) proves to be realistic and
reduces the total signal contents considerably.

• for each SG station, a local hydrology model based on
real data should be developed.

In further validation experiments, field SG measurements
should be carried out in areas with large or very small gravity variations; for example, in the Amazon area in South
6. Conclusions
America, where seasonal gravity changes can be observed
For most of the selected SG locations the comparison in the order of some 10 µgal, or in the Atacama Desert
based primarily on computed correlations shows quite a (Chile), where only a very weak hydrology signal is to be
good agreement between gravity variations derived from expected.
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